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IN DEFENCE OF JUDICIAL DISSENT
A bstract
Recently, the issue of the ‘inefficient’ practice of judicial dissent has
become a matter of some controversy in Australia. Responding to this
controversy, this article defends the role of dissent by developing a
conceptual foundation to identify and understand the vital role it plays —
through various mechanisms — in promoting the excellent performance
of the judicial function. It then turns to an illustration of judicial excellence
in dissent by reference to a paragon opinion which demonstrates that
dissent is not a mere anachronism, but a vital tool in enhancing judicial
performance.

I I ntroduction

V

iews of the dissenting judge vary greatly: the judge as noble juridical warrior,
bravely resisting the misguided and dangerous mistakes of his or her peers; as
curmudgeonly recalcitrant, ignoring the inevitable march of progress in law
and society; as activist ideologue, abandoning the methods and constraints of office
to promote a personal agenda; or as mere self-indulgent attention seeker. A strong
and often emotive response of one form or another appears a common response to
judicial dissent.

However, while individual dissents often attract attention, the institution of the
dissenting judicial opinion is usually taken for granted as a feature of the common
law judiciary.1 Arguably, the ‘priesthood’ image of judging2 continues to exert such
force that much of juridical theory and practice remains under analysed.3
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The judicial dissent is, though, something of an outlier — a mere opinion — lacking
direct binding force or normative consequences. In a world of escalating emphasis on
economic efficiency, where there is increasing pressure on judges to deliver ‘justice’
more quickly and with fewer resources,4 a practice that does not directly resolve
disputes nor articulate the law may appear superfluous and unnecessarily disruptive.
A dissentient necessarily holds themselves apart from their peers, a rebuke to their
judgement and reasoning. A dissent appears to undermine judicial collegiality, to
corrode legal certainty and, perhaps most damningly, to lengthen the pages of already
voluminous law reports.
Recently that relationship between dissent and judicial collegiality, collaboration and
collective decision-making, has become a matter of some controversy in Australia
following a spate of intellectual confrontations between leading judges over the
matter. As his Honour approached retirement from the High Court of Australia,
Justice Heydon, while in the United Kingdom, delivered an ‘extraordinary’5 speech
on the threat to judicial independence posed by the internal pressure in courts to
conform and collaborate in single judgments. When published on the eve of his
Honour’s retirement, in the Law Quarterly Review under the provocative title ‘Threats
to Judicial Independence: The Enemy Within’,6 the speech sparked a series of hostile
articles by leading judges in Australia in response.
At its heart, the controversy reflects different conceptions of how judges should
undertake their role and about the precise objectives judges should pursue. The
issues of dissent and collective decision-making become a window into a deeper
conflict about the nature, form and limits of the judicial role. These issues are too
rarely the subject of direct consideration. Heydon’s defence of the individualist judge
challenges us to think about what ends dissent serves. In turn this demands that we
reflect upon the underlying issues of judicial theory, as it is only by placing dissent
in the broader framework of function, method, impartiality (independence) and
accountability that it can properly be understood. Taken together, these ideas help us
to understand the roles of dissent.
Of course, the separate dissent is essentially a creature of the common law, and the
common law has long had a distrust of abstract theory. The common law method, with
its emphasis on analogy, prefers pragmatism to principle, and tends to be dominated
by parable and image rather than dry analysis. That predilection drives the method
ology of this article. After a short theoretical analysis of the role of dissent, this
article explores that role by examining a single dissenting opinion: the judgment of
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Bray CJ7 of the South Australian Supreme Court in the case of R v Brown (‘Brown’).8
The case concerned an allegation that Brown had, under duress, aided Morley in his
killing of a woman by coughing aloud to disguise Morley’s approach to the victim.9
While a majority of the Court held that duress could never be a defence to a charge
of murder, Bray CJ rejected the ‘simple proposition that no type of duress can ever
afford a defence to any type of complicity in murder’.10
It is important to pause at this point to explicitly explain why this dissent has been
used to illustrate the role of dissent. While undoubtedly an example of good judgecraft, of the striving for a principled resolution in a field bereft of clear authority,
it is unlikely to come to mind when one thinks of memorable or famous dissents.
There is often an expectation that discussion of dissent should focus on the ‘great’
dissent, with greatness evidenced by the subsequent adoption of the substantive
rule.11 Readers will no doubt differ as to their nominee for mantle of best, greatest
or most important dissent, perhaps favouring those soaring judgments of fiery and
righteous rhetoric that ‘appeal to the brooding spirit of the law, to the intelligence
of a future day, when a later decision may possibly correct the error into which the
dissenting judge believes the court to have been betrayed’.12 Justice Harlan’s dissent
in Plessy v Ferguson,13 resisting the ‘separate but equal’14 doctrine, stands foremost
among such dissents in common law judicial history.15 Such judgments perform a
key social and political role,16 and take on the mantle of greatness over time as the
political values they embody come to dominate.17 While the dissent in Brown has
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been influential in informing subsequent debate,18 its use as an illustrative device is
not justified by that reception.
Rather, the dissent in Brown has been chosen for its juridical quality, as opposed
to its political or legal-normative impact, and is used here to illustrate the technical
value of dissent above and beyond mere subsequent adoption. It is used as a concrete
device to explore the general principle of why dissenting — as opposed to a particular
dissent — matters. It is, arguably, the relative anonymity of the case that makes it an
effective device in exploring the value of dissent. This case is not a cause célèbre. As a
result, it allows the reader to approach the analysis without preconceived opinions,
and to focus on the case in all its particularity. Indeed, it is precisely because I am —
and hopefully the reader is — largely ambivalent to the substantive content that this
device is effective. In a tradition that largely decries theory, this dissent is used as a
concrete illustrative device to explore in some detail the various roles performed by
dissent. In that sense, it is not a simple example of a famous dissent, but a means to
explore the benefits of dissenting. Chief Justice Bray’s dissent provides a concise and
vivid illustration of not only how an excellent dissent can be delivered, but why such
dissents are important.
This article outlines a conceptual framework for understanding the critical institutional roles of dissent and utilises Bray CJ’s dissent to concretely illustrate the
different aspects of that framework.
As resourcing for the justice system comes under pressure, arguments against
dissent — including efficiency, collegiality and simplicity — mount, as often from
the bench as from beyond. If, in light of such criticisms, the published judicial
dissent is to be something other than an institutional artefact, and if it is to remain a
vital practice, then it is necessary to outline positively the worth of the dissent to the
performance of the judicial function. This article aims to explain and illustrate both.

II A n ‘E nemy W ithin ’ — D issent

on

D issent

in

A ustralia

By the time that Justice Heydon first delivered the ‘Enemy Within’ speech to the
Cambridge Law Faculty in January 2012,19 his Honour’s eyes were already shifting to
the legacy he would leave upon retirement the following year. It seemed clear that this
legacy would not involve the reinvigorated traditional formalism which, for a time,
seemed likely with his appointment. That appointment had been preceded months
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earlier by an ‘(in)famous’20 speech delivered by Justice Heydon entitled ‘Judicial
Activism and the Death of the Rule of Law’.21 Decried as effectively a ‘job application’,22 the speech harshly criticised the activist ‘hero judge’ who undermined the rule
of law by relying on ‘individual judicial whim’23 rather than strict legal reasoning.
In an approach attractive to the conservative Howard Government, Justice Heydon
advocated a return to legalism, lambasting the approach of the Mason and Brennan
High Courts.24
For a time, it appeared that the vision for the Court of Justice Heydon would hold
sway, with his appointment heralding ‘a change in the Court’s jurisprudential and
methodological trajectory back to the traditional formalism that he so revered.’25
Justice Heydon sat at the ‘centre’26 of the High Court, forming a powerful block of
like-minded Justices. In the first three years following his Honour’s appointment,
Heydon J dissented, on average, in less than eight per cent of cases.27
However, this apparent consensus of approach was not enduring. With changes to
the composition of the Court, Justice Heydon increasingly found his role as central
collaborator a receding memory. The turning point was arguably the decision in Roach
v Electoral Commissioner,28 where the majority adopted an expansive interpretation
to the implied freedom of political communication. To Heydon J’s consternation his
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Honour found himself dissenting from what he saw as a radical approach to constitutional interpretation.29
By 2009, following the retirement of Justice Kirby, Justice Heydon found himself as
the most frequent dissenter on the Court.30 In the following three years his Honour’s
rate of dissent skyrocketed; 15 per cent in 2010,31 45 per cent in 2011,32 and
44 per cent in 2012.33 During this period, his anger at the interpretative techniques
of his colleagues became palpable.34 Notably, and in a ‘striking’35 example of individualism, Justice Heydon did not join with any other judge in 2012, evidencing
‘a complete lack of co-authorship … never observed before’36 in the modern judicial
statistics. Perhaps the starkest illustration of Heydon J’s isolation is seen in a series of
cases where his Honour commenced his judgment with the ‘pugnacious and irrefut
ably terse statement’37: ‘I dissent.’38 In each of these cases, Heydon J was the lone
voice in dissent, and criticised not only the substantive conclusion, but the process of
legal reasoning deployed by the majority. By the time of his Honour’s final judgment,
Justice Heydon had ‘established a reputation for being a lone and curmudgeonly
dissenting voice on the High Court.’39
It was against this backdrop of increasing isolation that Justice Heydon delivered
his ‘Enemy Within’ speech. In what was widely seen as a parting shot across the
bows of his Honour’s contemporaries,40 Justice Heydon argued that the increasing
pressure within courts to produce single majority judgments was becoming a ‘most
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insidious’ threat to judicial independence.41 In a ‘sustained reflection’42 on the
internal dynamics of appellate courts, Justice Heydon ranged beyond the issue of
dissent to explore issues of concurrent judgments and the discipline of judgment
writing, examining issues of independence, transparency and judicial quality.
The ‘Enemy Within’, unsurprisingly perhaps, provoked a string of responses
including from sitting and former High Court Justices.43 Sir Anthony Mason, for
example, challenged the magnitude of the threat posed by either dominating judges
or ‘herd-like’ complicit judges,44 though he accepted that the preference for joint
judgments waxes and wanes with the personalities of judges on the bench.45 Heery
sought to downplay the benefits Heydon attributed to writing judgments and denied
the empirical sustainability of Heydon’s position.46 Justice Kiefel responded by
extolling the virtues of joint judgments, principally in terms of efficiency of court
time and gains for legal certainty.47 Justice Gageler took the article as an opportunity
to address the deeper issue of why a judge should write judgments. Justice Gageler
highlighted the benefits, in terms of quality of decision-making, of allowing each
judge to go through the rigours of writing.48
Each of the articles picked up and responded to a different aspect of Heydon’s article.
There are differences of emphasis and of purpose, and conversations sliding past
each other. This is unsurprising. Discussing dissent, concurrence or joint judgment
unavoidably involves some engagement with questions of why any judgment should
be written, or published, which feeds into questions of what a judgment is trying to
achieve and how. Beneath this lay largely unarticulated foundational ideas of the
nature of the judicial function, and how it can be performed, promoted and protected.
And away lurking in the corner, in the dark shadows of terms like ‘certainty’ and
‘predictability’, are half-glimpsed and under-examined conceptions of law. This
heady mix is beguiling and contested, and it is little wonder that it is a struggle to pin
down the ‘core’ role of dissent.
Nevertheless, the broader, collective debate has undoubtedly created a renewed focus
in Australia on judicial decision writing in general, and on the judicial dissent in
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particular. The underlying concerns are not, however, confined in any way to Australia.
Courts are under increasing pressure, with tightening budgetary demands and calls
for ‘efficiency’, in order to produce ‘more’ resolutions with fewer resources.49 All the
while, litigation rates are falling while costs spiral. In such a context, dissent looks
like a structural inefficiency, an anachronism from another era. Dissent appears to
import redundancy into an overstrained system. Is it not better, surely, that judges
produce a single concurrent judgment — fewer hours to prepare, fewer pages to
read? Should not multiple judges, carefully crafting a single judgment, stand a better
chance of approaching the ‘ideal’ judicial resolution of the dispute? Even posing
such questions immediately challenges us to consider what ‘efficiency’ might mean
in a judicial context, whether ‘ideal’ is a meaningful standard, and precisely what it is
we are asking judges to achieve through the published judicial judgment. Underlying
the ‘Enemy Within’ debates is a profound disagreement as to the scope of the judicial
rule. The issue of judicial dissent, then, becomes a window through which to view
these issues of function, role and method.

III A pproaches

to

U nderstanding D issent

The movement of Justice Heydon from the centre of the Court to the isolated
periphery no doubt represented a (current) rejection of his Honour’s conception of
judicial decision-making methodology. The debate as to whether there is, or should
be, any pressure on judges to concur in a single judgment exposes, however, deeper
debates as to why we have written judgments at all, and why independence and
impartiality matter (and what form they take).
In his article, Heydon champions a view of dissent that enables judges to perform
their role without the pressure of having to ‘submit themselves to a process designed
to produce an artificial unanimity.’50 This echoes a similar contempt for unanimity
expressed by Thomas Jefferson of the Marshall Court’s practice of ‘unanimous
holdings as: “An opinion … huddled up in a conclave, perhaps by a majority of one,
delivered as if unanimous, and with the silent acquiescence of lax or timid associates,
by a crafty chief judge, who sophisticates the law to his own mind, by the turn of his
own reasoning.”’51
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This image speaks to a form of judicial practice intuitively and intensively repulsive.
The practice of dissent becomes instantly attractive in juxtaposition. Reflecting upon
this image grants us some insight into why dissents matter, and indeed what makes
a good dissent. While it is likely, as Sir Anthony Mason observes,52 that Heydon
overplays the prevalence of ‘herd-like’ tendencies in the modern Australian judiciary,
the image presented by Jefferson and echoed by Heydon alludes to the values of
discipline, intellectual honesty, integrity and courage we wish our judges to aspire
to. It seems clear that where the pursuit of such ideals demands a judge dissent, it is
proper that they do so, even — and especially — in the face of pressure to conform.
If dissent exists only as a symbolic embodiment of such values of judicial excellence,
as a signifier of integrity,53 it would serve an important institutional role.
There are, of course, many other roles ascribed to judicial dissent: dissent as prophecy
for the law;54 as embodying a democratic ideal;55 as an institutional form of civil
disobedience;56 as safety mechanism against majority error;57 as a spur within the
court to greater quality in decision-making;58 as clarifier of law59 and as a lever by
which to undermine decisions.60 In each case, however, the true value of dissent is in
its relationship to often unspoken underlying values. Dissent takes on an instrumental
role in the pursuit of legal clarity and certainty, juridical accuracy and quality, and
perhaps, democratic ideals. As was evident in the ‘Enemy Within’ debates, failure
to properly examine these underlying issues often sees the authors talking past one
another in a way that clouds the disagreements over the proper role and scope of
dissent.
Unfortunately, the understanding of dissent is hampered by the fact that the dissenting
opinion is usually taken for granted as a feature of the common law judiciary.61
Discussions of judicial practices such as dissent and intra-court dynamics fall uneasily
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Kirby, ‘Judicial Dissent’, above n 53, 397.
William J Brennan Jr, ‘In Defence of Dissents’ (1986) 37 Hastings Law Journal 427,
430; Lynch, above n 50, 740.
Bergman, above n 15, 85: a dissent ‘spotlights the reasoning utilised by the court
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within broader paradigms of jurisprudence, constitutional or administrative law, and
do not tend to attract sustained academic analysis. It is perhaps unsurprising then,
that there has been ‘little discussion’62 and ‘limited effort’63 to systematically reflect
upon and delimit the role of dissent in judicial decision-making. There have been
notable exceptions, including contributions by Bergman,64 Lynch,65 Justice Kirby66
and Alder,67 each of whom attempt, in various ways, to set out and explore the various
roles performed by judicial dissents.
Alder, for example, identifies two broad kinds of argument in favour of dissents: one
related to the substance of a dissent ‘as a way of identifying and protecting incommensurable values’ and the second concerning ‘the practice of dissent as a quality
control and safety valve.’68 From these arguments he derives five key functions
performed by judicial dissent, namely:
1

to help ensure that all members of the panel are treated equally, with no point of
view suppressed;69

2

to strengthen public confidence in the judiciary by sharpening the reasoning
of the majority, ensuring that decisions are fully considered and that individual
decision makers are accountable;70

3

to embody the traditional values of freedom of expression and conscience as of
intrinsic value;71

4

to expose weaknesses in the legal proposition of the majority;72 and

5

to focus and clarify our understanding of the issues.73
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Officers Bulletin 25; Justice Michael Kirby, ‘Judicial Dissent’ (2005) 12 James Cook
University Law Journal 4.
Alder, above n 1.
Ibid 240.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid 241.
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Similarly, Lynch sees judicial dissent as serving three crucial functions: first, ensuring
the judiciary ‘enjoys certain key capabilities associated with a society governed in
accordance with democratic principles and values’; secondly, enhancing the process
of adjudication by stimulating clearer judgment writing, clarifying the majority
views ‘by throwing them into sharper relief’ in a way that ‘speaks to the integrity’ of
the process, and the independence of the judiciary; and thirdly, helping, over time, to
develop and advance the law.74
This listing of functions of dissent by Alder, Lynch and others does help us to
understand what a dissent can do. However, without explaining the relationships
between these roles, or the hierarchies and potential for conflict between them, such
listing of roles leaves substantial space through which the practice of dissent can be
challenged by those unimpressed with these functions.
For example, it has been suggested that there ‘remains a bias in the legal community
against dissent’,75 based upon a perception that dissent undermines legal certainty76
and diminish the authority of the court.77 Dissents are seen as potentially undermining judicial independence78 and collegiality,79 and have been criticised as being
nothing more than an act of judicial ‘self-indulgence’80 and ‘self-publicity’ at public
expense.81
There remains genuine disagreement, not only as to the precise benefits offered by
the dissent, but also as to the costs inherent in them. Are the institutional benefits
of openness and accountability gained through dissent outweighed by the loss of
collegiality, additional resources and potential reduction of legal certainty? Is the
judgment of the court, as a whole, weakened or strengthened by the presence of
a dissent? It is not possible to answer effectively these questions by collating the
different roles performed by dissent, or the potential costs imposed by them. Rather,
to understand why dissent matters, it is necessary to place the various roles performed
by dissent into a broader framework, thereby providing a structured foundation for
the analysis of dissent.
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Alder, above n 1, 235. See, eg, Brennan, above n 58, 429 quoting Learned Hand, The
Bill of Rights (Harvard University Press, 1958) 72: Learned Hand complained that a
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IV T owards a T heory of D issent : D issent
N ature of the J udicial F unction

and the

That foundation can be provided by developing a clear articulation of the nature of
the judicial function. That articulation of function guides not only the understanding of the role of dissent, but provides some measure by which to judge the quality
of a dissent: a good dissent must further the excellent performance of the judicial
function.
Too often the reason that debates over whether a given dissent is detrimental, distracting, useful or, indeed, great, flounder is that there is little agreement as to the criteria
by which a dissent, or indeed a judgment generally, may be judged. This foundational task of articulating what makes any effective judgment often founders itself on
unarticulated conceptions of the judicial function. By explicitly articulating what a
judge is, or ought to be, striving for in delivering a judgment — that is, understanding the nature of the judicial function — it becomes possible to understand more
coherently the role of dissent in that process.
Unfortunately, while there is a strong intuitive understanding of the judicial function,
there is no canonically accepted statement of it. Moreover, it is beyond the scope
of this article to provide an extensive examination of the nature of the judicial
function.82 It suffices, for present purposes, to note that the judicial function has two
core, inter-related aspects; first, dispute-resolution and secondly, social (normative)
governance. The resolution of disputes is clearly at the heart of the judicial function.
As Shapiro notes, everyone ‘seems to agree that conflict resolution is a basic task
of courts.’83 Judicial decisions are a particular type of institutionalised third-party,
merit-based resolution, conforming to a particular method and process.84 However,
courts are not ‘simply a publicly funded dispute-resolution centre’,85 but core institutions of governance. Judicial decisions not only resolve disputes, but constitute
acts of normative governance; each judicial decision impacts the legal norms it
applies. This second role of courts as ‘instruments of social regulation’86 flows from
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the rational, reasoned and public resolution of disputes. The effect of each decision
radiates beyond the particular dispute to vitalise, clarify and develop the law,
balancing interests of responsive flexibility and justice with concerns for certainty
and predictability.
The judicial function places the judge in an unavoidable place of tension; dispute-
resolution demands finality and a focus upon the individual litigants, whereas
governance demands the pursuit of responsive correctness, focusing on broader
social interests and the generalised maintenance of legal norms. Moreover, different
judges will legitimately differ not only as to the proper governance objectives to be
pursued through decisions, but also as to the best means of achieving those ends.
As these genuine tensions are inherent in the role, it is unavoidable that there will be
disagreement over the balancing of incommensurable values making it ‘impossible
that bodies of men should always be brought to think alike’.87 The fact of dissension
is an unavoidable aspect of the judicial role.
However, the publication of a dissenting judgment must be justified. Dissent must
either directly further the attainment of these two aspects of the judicial function, or
indirectly promote and encourage such attainment. In the latter aspect, the dissent
should be understood as a mechanism of judicial accountability.
Broadly understood, judicial accountability is a limited, functional or instru
mental concept88 that operates to promote the excellent performance of the judicial
function.89 It is concerned with promoting the judicial function by maintaining both
the actuality of, and reputation for, integrity. These ‘internal’ and ‘external’ elements
of accountability respond to different aspects of that concept.90 The internal,
‘subjective’ or ‘personal’, aspect of judicial accountability is directed towards the
individual judge, developing a personal and professional imperative to actually ‘do
the right thing’. It depends upon the personal integrity of the judge to actually adhere
to judicial method and pursue excellence. In contrast, the external, ‘objective’ or
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‘structural’, aspect of judicial accountability is directed to the creation and maintenance of an institutional reputation for integrity. This complements the actual
integrity of personal accountability, ensuring that judges both act with integrity and
appear to do so.91 The institutional reputation for integrity, quality and impartiality
is critical to found the social legitimacy upon which both the dispute-resolution and
social governance aspects of the judicial function depend.92 Mechanisms of judicial
accountability may promote the excellent performance of the judicial function by
furthering either or both of the internal and external aspects of accountability.
A The Roles of the Published Dissent
The publication of dissents contributes both directly and indirectly to the excellent
performance of the judicial function. Firstly, dissent, like all judicial reason-giving,
can have a profound direct impact upon the proper performance of the judicial
function.93 By persuading the parties that their positions have been considered,
reasons promote finality in resolution.94 A dissent reassures the losing party that
their view has been heard;95 that at least one judge agreed with them. This not only
aids the losing party in assessing whether to appeal, but it helps them come to terms
with the decision, be comforted by the fact that their position was considered, and
contributes to the overall judicial resolution of the underlying dispute.
Secondly, all reasons have a role in providing effective normative guidance.96
Dissents do not have the immediate stare decisis status of the majority decision,
but nevertheless have profound and direct normative impact. In shining a spotlight
on the reasoning of the majority,97 the dissent provides a tighter triangulation of the
current state of the law. Moreover, as law is a system in motion, dissents can assist
in predicting where the law may go. This is particularly so where there is disagreement of incommensurable values, for which there is ‘no reason to assume that a
majority is more likely to be right than a minority in relation to a value judgment’.98
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A dissent may ‘weaken’ the majority position, but may also strengthen the law by
enriching the legal ‘marketplace of ideas’,99 keeping ‘alive choices for the future’100
and acting as a ‘beacon’ for future developments.101 To deny this normative role in
the name of ‘legal certainty’ is to adopt a jaundiced and anachronistic conception of
law. The publication of a dissent can directly contribute to the excellent performance
of the judicial function by helping to resolve more fully and finally the underlying
dispute, and to provide more effective normative governance.
Thirdly, published dissents like the obligation to provide reasons more generally,
can operate as a powerful mechanism of judicial accountability, giving substance to
the principle of open justice and enhancing both the internal and external aspects of
judicial accountability.102 A dissent not only exposes the reasoning of the dissentient
to scrutiny and criticism ‘by litigants, colleagues, the media and scholars’,103 but
also intensifies such scrutiny in respect of the decision of the majority. This scrutiny
and potential for critique not only acts as a powerful incentive to avoid ‘judicial
autocracy’ and ‘the arbitrary exercise of judicial power’,104 but as an effective
stimulant in the avoidance of error and the attainment of judicial excellence and
integrity.105 The often anguished self-reflection and self-examination central to good
decision-making are amplified by the requirement to publish reasons.106 This takes
on greater intensity for the dissentient, who is necessarily vulnerable and exposed in
a way the majority is not. Dissents become a spur for quality decision-making for all
judges involved ‘forcing the prevailing side to deal with the hardest questions urged
by the losing side.’107 By encouraging reflection and care by both the majority and
minority, dissents promote judicial integrity and diligence, they are thus a powerful
tool of internal accountability. Dissents promote public confidence in such integrity
and diligence, operating as a powerful tool of external accountability. While a dissent
may air ‘the court’s dirty laundry before the public’108 the reputation for integrity is
far more important than any reputation for infallibility.109 As Bergman notes, while
dissenting opinions ‘may destroy illusions of judicial inviolability, they provide
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assurance to the public that judicial decisions are not perfunctory.’110 Moreover,
dissents force the individual judge into the public sphere, allowing personal scrutiny
of the quality of their work and the integrity of their conduct. It is for these reasons
that Justice Kirby J describes the dissent as ‘the most precious indication of the
integrity, transparency and accountability of the work of the judicial branch of
government’.111 The dissent remains, at least in the common law world, one of the
most powerful mechanisms of internal and external accountability.
Dissent, then, becomes an effective means of furthering both dispute-resolution and
normative governance aspects of the judicial function. This instrumental conception
of dissent not only guides the reconciliation of the various roles performed by dissent,
but allows an assessment of the quality of a dissent. The excellent dissent is one
that demonstrates judicial integrity and quality judge-craft in a manner that furthers
the performance of the dispute-resolution and normative governance aspects of the
judicial function, both directly and indirectly. Such a dissent must be conscious of the
limitations that minority status brings, and of the institutional costs of the dissent, for
like all accountability mechanisms, dissents are limited by their functional nature.
Nevertheless, within those boundaries an excellent dissent must be bold, persuasive
and fearless. Such a dissent will enhance both the law and the reputation of the court
for it having been given.
The focus on what might constitute an excellent dissent is useful in understanding dissent more generally, providing a concrete and clear examination of the role
of dissent not achievable by mere theoretical articulation. This is particularly so in
the broader common law context. The common law method is of stories told and
explored, not of abstract thought and cold theory. In such a context, the exposition
of a paragon of excellence in dissent can help to illustrate, in a particularly vivid and
accessible manner, why dissent matters.

V A P aragon

of

D issent : F orm , S ubstance

and

S tyle

The decision in Brown — in both its form and substance — provides just such a
paragon. The appellants were convicted over the murder of one Elise Leggett, in
whose house Brown and his wife lived as lodgers.112 Morley had attempted to
smother Mrs Leggett with a pillow as she slept, before repeatedly stabbing her with a
knife. Brown was allegedly a party to an arrangement to kill Mrs Leggett, and aided
Morley in that enterprise. Morley raised a defence of insanity, while Brown claimed
that he acted under duress, compelled by the threats of Morley.
The appeals were heard jointly. Because of a quirk in the Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1935 (SA) as it stood at the time (though subsequently amended), this joinder
provides a unique insight into the judicial appreciation of the limits and role of the
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dissenting judgment. Section 349(2) of that Act required that the decision in criminal
appeals shall be delivered in single, joint judgment of the Court, unless the Court held
it to be appropriate to provide separate judgments.113 The effect of the provision was
to demand judicial reflection upon both the need and cost of dissenting, ensuring that
any dissent emerged only by deliberate election and presumably after some internal
advocacy. Such a presumption against dissenting opinions required something more
than mere disagreement; it demanded some particular intensity in the divergence of
views so as to justify the pronouncement of separate judgments. By its form, this
case illustrates this distinction, with a very different approach being taken for the
two appeals.
A The Facts of Brown
The relationship between Brown and Morley was nasty, brutish and short. They met
on the Saturday, and spend most of the day together. On the Sunday morning Morley
came to Brown’s house. In the early afternoon, Morley suggested ‘“knocking off ”
Mrs Leggett’.114 When Brown refused, Morley threatened to harm Brown’s wife
before drawing a carving knife, placing it against Brown’s throat and ordering him to
do as he said or suffer the same fate.115 The men began playing cards, with Morley
decreeing that the loser had to kill Mrs Leggett.116 Brown lost. Morley instructed
him to put ‘Ratsac’ in Mrs Leggett’s coffee.117 Brown complied, though put in only
a quarter of a teaspoon which was, and which he knew to be, harmless. Mrs Leggett
drank the coffee with no ill effects. Eventually, Morley left and Brown went to bed.118
However, an hour later Morley returned, woke Brown, and told him he was going to
‘knock off’ Mrs Leggett. When Brown protested, Morley threatened him, telling
him that if he did not join in he would kill Brown’s wife and parents. After half an
hour of argument and threats, Morley, who had previously spoken of suffocating
Mrs Leggett, picked up a pillow and ordered Brown to cough to cover the sound of
Morley’s movements. Brown began coughing and Morley left.119 Gurgling noises
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were heard before Morley returned, covered in blood, having attempted to suffocate,
then proceeded to stab Mrs Leggett to death.
On Brown’s evidence, he believed that, at all times following the initial threat,
Morley was armed, willing and able to attack both Brown and his wife. While the
majority were sceptical of the ‘inherent weaknesses’120 of this version of events,
they nevertheless recognised the right of the jury to be instructed as to its legal
effects.121 The controversy was the nature of those legal effects, and the adequacy of
the directions given of them. Brown was clearly aware that Morley intended to kill,
and that Morley wished to co-opt him into the enterprise. In coughing to disguise the
noise Morley might make, Brown lent some, albeit very minor, assistance to Morley
in that murderous enterprise. If Brown could not rely on a valid defence, these facts
would be sufficient to see him convicted for murder as, in the language of the time,
a ‘principal in the second degree’.122 Brown argued that the threats of Morley were
of sufficient intensity and immediacy as to place him in genuine fear for his life if he
did not comply, directly raising the issues of whether duress was, or could ever be,
a defence to murder.123
B The Joint Judgment in Morley’s Appeal
The Court, comprised of Bray CJ, Bright and Mitchell JJ, delivered a single judgment
dismissing Morley’s appeal concerning the adequacy of the insanity directions and the
alternative verdict of manslaughter. However, while it appears there was consensus
on the insanity appeal points, it is clear that the Court was divided on both whether
the judge should have expressly informed the jury about the possibility of returning
a verdict of manslaughter, and on the consequences of the failure to give such a
direction. While the Court unanimously held (‘we all think …’) that no properly
instructed jury could have returned a verdict of manslaughter,124 there was disagreement over whether the trial judge ought nonetheless to have highlighted the jury’s
power to return a verdict of manslaughter (‘a majority of us think …’).125 A majority
of the Court thought that even if there was an error, it was an appropriate case to apply
the proviso.126 One judge, however, thought that the proviso can ‘never be applied
to a direction which denies the power of the jury to return the … merciful verdict of
manslaughter’.127 It is not possible, however, to say which judge took this minority
view, nor indeed whether there were differently composed majorities for different
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issues. The judgment remains, in consequence of s 349(2), a single joint judgment.
The fact of disagreement is revealed only by the use of language of ‘majority’ in
contrast to the more inclusive ‘we all think’, ‘we agree’ or ‘in our opinion’,128 and by
the phrase ‘[o]ne member of the Court thinks.’129 The composition of the majority in
Morley’s appeal remains undisclosed, and while there was disagreement it clearly did
not take on sufficient intensity to justify a separate dissent.
C The Emergent Dissent in Brown’s Appeal
This approach stands in stark contrast to the judgment in relation to the appeal by
Brown, where it is revealed gradually that there is a split in the Court of sufficient
intensity as to justify a separate dissent. The collective Court begins the discussion
of Brown’s appeal with little indication of internal disagreement. In setting out the
grounds of appeal, summarising the facts and describing the directions given,130
the impression is given of a united Court. It is not until judgment is passed on the
adequacy of the trial judge’s directions, some six pages into the decision, that it
becomes apparent that the initial appearance of unanimity is misplaced. The language
suddenly shifts to the majoritarian language seen in Morley’s appeal (‘[t]he view
above expressed commands the support of the majority of us’),131 with the possibility of duress ever being a defence to murder subject to profound disagreement
in the Court. However, in contrast to the position in Morley’s appeal, that disagreement is drawn into the open and made explicit, with the identity of the disputants
revealed. In disclosing that they are, ‘with regret, not in accord with the learned
Chief Justice’,132 Bright and Mitchell JJ become active personal participants in the
judicial discourse, adopting a mantle of personal responsibility otherwise absent
in the anonymity of Morley’s appeal. When, six pages later, Bray CJ delivers his
Honour’s separate judgment on the issue of duress, it is as the Chief Justice as an
individual judge. From the muddle of single, majority judgment, a separate dissent
emerges. As a result, the dissent of Bray CJ in Brown is striking for the way it illustrates — by its very form — the value of dissent in enhancing the quality of judicial
decision-making, and as more simply than a vanguard of legal change.
1 The Decision of the Majority
The majority were unequivocal: duress could never ‘excuse a person who performs an
act which he intends to be in furtherance of a proposed murder.’133 In contrast to the
implied disagreement in Morley’s appeal, the majority were at pains to justify their
adoption of a different approach to the Chief Justice.134 In reaching their conclusion,
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Bright and Mitchell JJ relied upon two Privy Council cases: Sephakela v The Queen
(‘Sephakela’)135 and Rossides v The Queen (‘Rossides’).136 As reports of both cases
were not readily available the judgments were set out in full in the majority judgment
of Brown.137 Sephakela involved a case of ritual killing in Lesotho. As there was
no evidence of compulsion, the Privy Council found it unnecessary to express an
opinion on the potential availability of duress as a defence to murder.138 In Rossides,
the accused was convicted of murder for shooting the deceased under threat of his
own death if he did not. The issue of duress was raised in argument, but in dismissing
the appeal the Privy Council gave no reasons at all.
Drawing on these cases, Bright and Mitchell JJ observed that it ‘had never been
expressly decided that duress can excuse murder’ but that ‘there are many cases in
which a view has been expressed that it cannot, or probably cannot.’139 The majority
felt that it was against the public interest to allow the defence on the basis of difficulties of identifying the sufficiently immediate and grave threats, and the proximity
of the act to the killing.140 These considerations — briefly expressed, and neither
explored nor justified — led the majority to hold that duress could nerver, as a matter
of law, excuse Brown. On that basis the appeal was dismissed.
2 The Dissent of Bray CJ
The decision of the majority, with its uncritical citation of two obscure, marginally
relevant decisions and little further analysis, stands in stark contrast to the principled
labour of Bray CJ. The dissent begins with an explicit recognition of the restriction of
s 349(2), and the need, in light of the ‘misfortune’ of disagreeing on the legal effect
of duress, for a separate judgment.141 In addressing that issue, Bray CJ not only
recognises that the ‘subject of duress has been discussed by the text writers for three
centuries’,142 but briefly and thoughtfully outlines that history. While Hale143 and
Stephen144 effectively denied that duress could ever be a defence to any criminal act,
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and East145 and Blackstone146 would have excluded the defence in cases of murder,
more recent authors regarded the matter ‘as very much at large’.147 In light of this
uncertainty, Bray CJ sought to develop a principled position by deconstructing the
cases and relying on ‘general reasoning’.148 His Honour began with the cases on
treason (‘the most serious of crimes’) to illustrate clearly that ‘some types of duress
may be a defence to some kinds of treason’,149 even if it is excluded in other cases.
His Honour then drew an analogy with murder, concluding that ‘authorities which
say … that duress is not a defence to murder generally do not necessarily prove that it
is not a defence to any conceivable type of complicity in murder, however minor.’150
In doing so, Bray CJ challenged the ‘extreme absolutist views’ of Hale and Stephen
as not representing the law,151 arguing that any blanket denial of duress would ‘prove
too much’ and could not ‘now be supported’.152 Instead, by drawing upon treason
cases, Bray CJ sought to unpack the theoretical foundations of the defence of duress,
and explore the rationale for its restriction in murder cases.
Chief Justice Bray was prepared to accept the general proposition that, in the words
of Blackstone, the accused ‘ought rather to die himself, than escape by the murder of
an innocent’.153 However, his Honour countered by observing that the force of that
proposition is ‘obviously considerably less where the act of the threatened man is
not the direct act of killing but only the rendering of some minor form of assistance,
particularly when it is by no means certain that if he refuses the death of the victim
will be averted’.154
In critiquing Blackstone, Bray CJ implicitly recognised that the offence of murder
has developed in the last 300 years to incorporate extended forms of liability for
‘secondary parties’ and that the traditional blanket prohibition may be inappropriate
to these legal constructs.155 His Honour illustrated this issue with well-developed
examples: the passer-by seized in the street by a gang of murderous thieves, compelled
at gunpoint to make misleading comments to the public or the innocent driver
compelled to convey a murderer to the victim.156 In doing so, Bray CJ undermined
the absolutism of Blackstone’s rationale, as such a blanket exclusion of any duress
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defence would seem to sever that fundamental connection between legal liability and
moral wrongdoing.
Chief Justice Bray went on to explore whether the authorities would compel the
adoption of such an approach. A Quebecois case where a prisoner, at gunpoint,
handed over a razor to the killer was distinguished on the basis that the relevant Code
specifically excluded duress for murder.157 In contrast to the majority, Bray CJ held
that Sephakela supported the availability of the defence, as concerns over insufficiency of evidence implied that evidence could support that defence.158 Rossides was
distinguished as involving an accused as principal participant.159 The construction
by Bray CJ of both these cases is preferable to that of the majority, not only because
the exposition and analysis is more complete, but because it more easily coheres
with the reasoning of the Privy Council.
This construction of the authorities did not compel a denial of duress for secondary
participation, and Bray CJ argued that there were ‘good reasons on general grounds’
for rejecting such a denial. Alluding to his Honour’s prior examples, Bray CJ argued
that there may be ‘easily conceivable’ circumstances where a grave and imminent
threat was directed to compelling an act only remotely connected to the death of
the victim, such ‘that the interests of justice were better served by allowing the
defence’.160 It followed that the defence of duress may be available in some instances
of secondary (minor) participation in murder, and as such the directions of the trial
judge were erroneous.
However, and recognising the inherent limitations of a dissenting judgment, Bray CJ
took a very restrained approach to outlining the scope of such a defence. Rather
than fruitlessly attempt to set out a comprehensive test for this form of duress, his
Honour restricted himself, identifying five issues that would inform the development
of such a test including: first, the requisite scope of the threat; secondly, the requisite
nature of the threat, in terms of gravity and immediacy; thirdly, the limits necessitated by the threat; fourthly, restrictions upon the availability for those who place
themselves in a position to be threatened; and fifthly, the need for some proportionality.161 Chief Justice Bray articulated the issue of concern, and suggested such issues
could be addressed by drawing analogies from self-defence and provocation.162
His Honour did not, however, attempt to develop a detailed and comprehensive
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test for when the defence would be available, stating that such speculation should
not ‘be carried further in a dissenting judgment’.163 In dissent, it was sufficient to
recognise that neither cases nor general reasoning ‘prevent the acceptance of the
simple proposition that no type of duress can ever afford a defence to any type of
complicity in murder.’164 This limited claim becomes, however, compelling in light
of Bray CJ’s analysis and reasoning. In dissent, Bray CJ lays a firm foundation upon
which a future court might recognise such a defence.
The quality of that foundation is only confirmed by the dissent’s subsequent reception,
which illustrates the role of dissent in normative development.
D The Reception of the Dissent
The reception of the dissent in the UK, particularly in the case of DPP (Northern
Ireland) v Lynch (‘Lynch’),165 illustrates the way in which a lone dissent may guide
and inform subsequent debate. In Lynch, the House of Lords heard an appeal arising
from ‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland, involving the murder of a police officer
by an IRA gunman. Like Brown, the case involved a claim of duress as a defence
to murder for a principal in the second degree. Indeed, the facts of the case closely
mirror Bray CJ’s illustrative hypothetical of the driver compelled to convey a
murderer to the victim.
The appellant, Lynch, who was not a member of the IRA, received a messenger who
informed him that Meehan — a ‘well-known and ruthless gunman’166 — demanded
his immediate presence. Lynch knew that ‘what Meehan asked to be done had to
be done’,167 so out of mortal fear,168 he complied with the summons. Meehan told
Lynch to go with his associate Mailey and seize a car. Mailey held up a car and had
Lynch drive it back to Meehan. Lynch then drove Meehan and his heavily armed
associates to a particular address.169 When he asked what was going on he was told
‘Bates knows a policeman’.170 Following directions, Lynch stopped the car in front
of a garage. The others ran across the road, a number of shots were fired, the men ran
back to the car, and Lynch drove them back to their starting point.171
Lynch argued that he was acting under duress,172 in the genuine and reasonable
belief that he would be shot if he did not comply. However, the trial judge held that
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duress was not available to any charge of murder, and did not allow the issue to
be put to the jury.173 The Court of Criminal Appeal upheld unanimously the trial
judge’s decision.174 The Court of Criminal Appeal’s decision was itself appealed to
the House of Lords.
Confronted with a lack of authority and a ‘jurisprudential muddle of a most unfortunate kind,’175 all five Lords referred to the judgment of Bray CJ, with the majority
quoting from him extensively. Lord Morris described Bray CJ’s dissent as a ‘closely
reasoned judgment the persuasive power of which appeals to me’,176 and adopted the
view that duress ‘can be open as a possible defence.’177 Similarly, Lord Wilberforce
turned to the ‘important authority’ of Brown and the ‘impressive judgment of
Bray CJ in dissent’178 from which his Lordship quoted extensively. Building on this
analysis, his Lordship also held that the defence is available ‘in a case of aiding and
abetting murder’.179 Lord Edmund-Davies observed that the issue had never been the
subject of even obiter dicta in the House of Lords, allowing the Court ‘to make an
unfettered decision … in accordance with basic common law principles.’180 In such a
context Brown was of particular significance, and not only did Lord Edmund-Davies
compliment Bray CJ’s ‘illuminating review of the relevant material’,181 and quote
extensively from the dissent, but expressly adopted his Honour’s conclusions.182
Even the Lords in the minority felt compelled to respond to Bray CJ’s dissent.
Lord Simon adopted a hard line that the law had never recognised such a defence,
and that authority and ‘closely cognate juridical concepts’183 suggest it should not
be available. After exploring the issues of underlying policy, his Lordship turned
to discussion of authority. With contempt dripping from his pen, his Lordship
stated that:
Fortunately, I am absolved from reviewing them in detail, since that has been done
by my noble and learned friends. My only misgiving is that such an impressive
muster should be sent packing so ignominiously. Poor Hale, poor Blackstone;
wretched Russell and Kenny; poor, poor Lord Denman. But at least they are in
good company. There are all those famous jurists, headed by Stephen … are like
the denizens of the first circle of Hell, who, for all their wisdom and virtue, lived
in such benighted times as to have forfeited salvation … For, in truth, their voices
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were unanimous that duress is no defence to murder. What is to be set against
them? A dissenting judgment of Bray CJ …184

Even in his Lordship’s disdain, Lord Simon illustrates the significance of Bray CJ’s
judgment, minimising it with mockery rather than engaging with the substantive
arguments. Lord Kilbandon relies upon Bray CJ’s conclusion that duress does not
constitute a defence to one who actually kills the victim,185 though rejects the distinction ‘between the defence open to a principal in the first degree and those open to a
principle in the second degree’.186
Effectively, the majority in Lynch adopted Bray CJ’s position that duress should be
available as a defence to a charge of murder in the second degree. Moreover, all
judges felt compelled to engage with Bray CJ, even when rejecting his Honour’s
conclusions. The quality of his Honour’s reasoning, sharpened by its dissentient
nature, set the framework and conceptual foundations for the debate.
In the subsequent case of Abbott v The Queen,187 the Privy Council refused to extend
the defence to a principal participant who took part in the actual killing,188 though
the dissenting opinion argued that there was ‘no acceptable basis of distinction’
between a principal in the first and in the second degree.189 Both opinions again
quoted from the ‘illuminating judgment’190 of Bray CJ.191 In Howe,192 the House of
Lords was faced with a claim for duress by an accused involved in the actual killings.
The House of Lords accepted that the distinction between the ‘actual killer’ and the
‘aider and abettor’ was ‘illogical’.193 Rather than extend the defence, their Lordships
overturned Lynch and denied the defence to all charges of murder.194
This difficulty in drawing the line between the actual killer and the aider and abettor
has troubled Australian courts. In R v McCafferty195 Glass J explicitly adopted
the conclusions of Bray CJ196 in order to find that duress is a complete defence to
minor participation in murder, and went further to allow it as a qualified defence
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for major participation.197 This latter point was subsequently overruled in R v
McConnell198 where the Court again referenced Bray CJ.199 In R v Harding,200 the
Victorian Supreme Court held that the defence was inapplicable in all murder cases,
but felt compelled201 to spend three pages of reasoning exploring in depth the dissent
of Bray CJ.202 As in Howe, the Court refused to find a distinction between minor and
major participation in murder.203
Courts have continued to struggle with the difficult issue of whether duress should
ever be a defence to murder. It does appear that judges who excluded the defence
did not feel its denial would work any injustice on the given case. In both Brown
and Lynch, there appears to have been a real suspicion as to the bona fides of the
accused’s stories.204 In Howe, Lord Griffiths even went so far as to observe:
I am not troubled by some of the extreme examples … such as a woman motorist
being hijacked and forced to act as a getaway driver, or a pedestrian being forced
to give misleading information to the police to protect robbery and murder in
a shop. The short practical answer is that it is inconceivable that such persons
would be prosecuted …205

The denial of the defence in such circumstances leaves the ‘innocent’ accused deeply
vulnerable to prosecutorial discretion. Moreover, on the available evidence in Lynch,
it was a situation directly analogous to the hijacked woman, and Bray CJ analysed
properly the law on the basis that Brown’s version of events was accepted. It was
precisely the potential for a strict approach to work profound injustice that led Bray CJ
to his Honour’s nuanced analysis. While different opinions as to the potential for
injustice may have led courts to adopt different approaches to the defence, it remains
clear that Bray CJ’s dissent has had a powerful normative impact.206 The power and
persuasion of that dissent has dictated the terms of the discourse and influenced
profoundly the development of the law, even where its conclusions have not been
adopted.
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However, importance of the dissent is not confined to the role of normative develop
ment, and Bray CJ’s dissent illustrates — through its evident discipline, integrity and
restraint — how a dissent can enhance the performance of the judicial function in
all its facets.

VI D efending D issent
There is a relatively long history of identifying potential threats to judicial independence emanating from within the judiciary itself — what Shetreet refers to as
concerns of ‘internal independence’207 — with pressure from other judges improperly
distorting substantive decision-making.208 Heydon reveals what is effectively a new
form of this old threat of internal institutional pressure to join ‘the herd’ in delivering
concurrent and joint judgments in the interests of efficiency.209
The judicial dissent is on its face redundant: it appears to constitute an anachronistic
institutional inefficiency that neither aids the resolution of the instant dispute, nor
provides direct normative governance for future conduct. Even judges themselves
frequently bemoan the futility of a dissent — often as they go on to deliver such a
dissent — though rarely with the candour of Holmes J:
I am unable to agree with the judgment of the majority of the court, and although
I think it useless and undesirable, as a rule, to express dissent, I feel bound to do
so in this case and to give my reasons for it.210

The question must be posed: why persist with an apparently redundant practice? The
simple answer is that the judicial dissent is a highly effective means of promoting
the high quality performance of the judicial function. It not only performs a vital
ancillary governance role it providing an alternative narrative of the law that can
enrich and aid the future development of the law, but it provides a spur to better
decision-making for all judges in the case, can aid the more complete resolution of
the underlying dispute, broadly conceived, and helps hold judges, both dissentients
and those in the majority, to account.
Perhaps more than any other judicial practice, the dissent invites personal critique
of the individual judge. A dissentient may be demonised as a ‘judicial activist’ who
selfishly undermines legal certainty, or lauded as a visionary reformer who brings
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responsive justice to the law. Where that line is drawn may largely depend upon
whether one agrees with conclusions reached,211 which, in turn, depends upon
political and social values that may vary significantly over time. However, the very
fact of such arguments over the merit or otherwise of the dissentient’s position not
only hold a spotlight to judicial conduct, in both particular and general instances,
but invites broader reflection on the merit of the substantive position. Given the
discursive nature of law, the intense debates often provoked by a strong dissent
themselves contribute the development of the law.
The judicial dissent directly promotes both the dispute resolution and normative
governance objectives of the judicial function, while indirectly, as a tool of judicial
accountability, promotes the excellent performance of that function generally.
These ideas are explored through the concrete illustration of Bray CJ’s dissent in
Brown, a case chosen for its juridical rather than political quality. Though literally
a matter of life and death for the accused, it was not a subject to inspire marches in
the streets. This dissent has largely faded from memory in Australia.212 However, the
dissent is a particularly excellent device for demonstrating, by both its form as well
as its substance, not only how a dissent should be delivered, but why. With particular
efficiency and clarity, Bray CJ’s dissent demonstrates how a dissent can both directly
and indirectly further the excellent performance of the dispute-
resolution and
normative governance aspects of the judicial function. While Bray CJ’s dissenting
support for a re-trial may appear scant comfort for Brown, such support would have
real significance in any application for clemency. This was, after all, a man sentenced
to death for acting, in fear of his life, on an order to ‘cough’ at a designated time.
Even in dissent, the guidance of Bray CJ’s decision provided a pathway for more
just resolution of the underlying dispute. The normative consequences of the dissent
are more pronounced, with Bray CJ’s principled analysis of the issues shaping and
directing the conversation on the defence of duress in murder for a generation.
By contributing to the ‘marketplace of competing ideas’213 and infusing ‘different
ideas and methods of analysis’214 of the issue of duress, Bray CJ influenced — by
the persuasive appeal of his Honour’s ideas rather than the judicial authority of the
judgment — judges in Australia and abroad. That normative contribution extends
beyond extant statements of law, and lies like a rake resting in the grass, ready to
rear up when the next judicial foot treads these uneasy grounds. By bringing great
discipline and integrity to his Honour’s considered search for underlying principles —
in the face of sweeping judgments of legal giants, competing policy concerns and an
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unsympathetic defendant — Bray CJ delivered a compelling and concise judgment
that nevertheless evidenced a deeply reflective awareness of the limitations and institutional costs of a dissent. The publication of this restrained dissent can only have
enhanced Bray CJ’s reputation as a judge of quality and integrity.
Further, the joinder of the two appeals in Brown in the context of s 349(2) of the
Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1935 (SA) (as amended), provides rare and direct
illustration of how a published dissent can enhance the performance of the judicial
function. The publication of this dissent had a demonstrable effect as a mechanism
of internal accountability, spurring on the majority to more deeply engage with the
issues and more fully explain their own reasoning in response to Bray CJ’s dissent.
Morley’s appeal saw opaque reference to divergences in the Court by phrases such as
‘a majority of us’. Conversely, the dissent in Brown’s appeal saw a clear identification of the individual judges and the position they took. Justices Bright and Mitchell
became actors in the discourse, and with the strength of their position challenged by
Bray CJ, they were personally called upon to justify their approach. In challenging
them to engage in better quality decision-making, the published dissent more effectively held them to (external) account.
This enhanced internal and external accountability, of both the majority and the
dissentient, and the greater quality of the normative statements all round, provides a
graphic illustration of the benefits of the published dissent in furthering the excellent
performance of the judicial function. Such a dissent leaves the law richer, and the
court stronger, for its having been given.
Of course, not every dissent enhances judicial performance, just as not every joint
judgment denotes ‘herd’ behaviour. Nevertheless, the institutional value of a practice
such as dissent must be assessed by reference to what it is capable of achieving.
Illustrations such as Brown highlight just how effective and efficient a high quality
dissent can be in promoting the objectives of the judicial function. Understood
in the broader way, criticisms of dissent that focus on its apparent inefficiency or
redundancy become unconvincing. In drawing attention to an apparent trend for
undue pressure to be placed on judges to join single judgments in the interest of
efficiency215 and ‘legal certainty’,216 Heydon has succeeded in initiating a debate
on judicial practices often taken for granted. Dissent remains a supremely effective
institutional practice, and while there is some merit in the argument that dissent
should be used sparingly,217 it should remain a vital tool in maintaining the health
and vitality of a judicial institution — and indeed the law itself — far into the future.
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